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"Discover The Secret Source Professional Online Marketers Use For Header Templates To Build

Hundreds of Money-Making Minisites Quickly And Easily, Giving Them An Unfair Advantage Over

Competitors To Help Boost Their Sales By As Much As 300!" Wouldn't you like to have that very same

advantage right now too? Re: First impressions and header images Dear Internet Marketer, According to

internet marketing research The very first thing a person will look at and notice on a web site are the

images. The header, also know as a banner, is the very first image a person will see on a web site

because, its always placed at the top of a sites page. A professionally designed header can increase the

sales conversion ratio of a web site by as much as 300. Headers make a web site look much more

professional and trustworthy. A high-quality header image can give you a winning edge over your

competition. A professionally designed header can cost you anywhere from $50 to $100 or more. And...

Two of the best professional header template designers on the internet since 2005 are MW (Michael

Wysmierski) and Gustavo Ishikawa. Their header designs can literally be found on thousands upon

thousands of web sites across the internet. Those "According to internet marketing research..." facts are

important to you because... The headers in 300 Professional Biz Header Templates package...  Eliminate

the high cost of hiring a professional header designer. No more $50 to $100 payments for a header

design.  Catch your web site visitor's attention immediately, making a positive "first contact and

impression" with the header image on your site.  Help boost the sales conversion ratio of your website by

as much as 300!  Instantly make your website look completely professional, giving it and your product and

or service a high-quality appearance.  Give your web site the winning advantage over your competition

over and over and over again. And...  Are all designed by two of the best professional header designers

on the internet since 2005, MW (Michael Wysmierski) and Gustavo Ishikawa. With the 300 Professional

Biz Header Templates package you can...  Create hundreds of money-making minisites quickly and

easliy...  Swap photos with other headers in the package to create your own unique header(s) for your

website(s)...  Be creative and design your own headers using the photos from the header templates... 

Use the photos from the header templates on your website, sales page, video, or even in an ebook... 
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Start your own header/banner template design business quickly and easily using the photos from the

templates, charge $20, $40, $60 or more to design a header/banner...  Create your own unique header

package with photos from the header templates, sell it and keep 100 of the profits! Questions and

Answers Q: What type of file are contained in the header template package? A: The 300 Professional Biz

Header Templates package contains: 300 Adobe Photoshop files (.PSD) and 300 no-text .JPEG files. Q:

Are the header templates in the package only for use in Adobe Photoshop? A: No, the header templates

can be used in other software that recognize .PSD files. The .JPEG files can be edited in any graphics

editing software that recognize this type of file. Q: Is it difficult to edit the header template in Adobe

Photoshop? A: No, it's actually very simple. The header templates already have text on them and all you

have to do is replace that text with your own. Just place the text tool on the text layer you want to edit,

erase the text and then add your own text. Q: I'm only interested in the no-text .JPEG files. What software

do you recommend I use to edit them? A: As there are literally hundreds of graphic editors that recognize

.JPEG files, I cannot say which one may be right for you and your needs. All of them have their strong

and weak points. But what I can do is give you a list of graphic editors that you can get absolutely 100 for

free which will help you easily edit your no-text .JPEG files. You receive this list upon purchase of the

header package. Q: Why do all the header samples have the website name Phototricityon them? A:

Phototricityis a photo site owned and operated by Michael Wysmierski, the designer of the header

templates in this package, and Gustavo Ishikawa, also a header template designer. The photos of the

models on the header templates in the package are from the Phototricitywebsite. Q: Can I sell the header

templates or the photos on the header templates individually or in a group from the 300 Professional Biz

Header Templates package? A: Please read the License for this package below: 300 Professional Biz

Header Template Package License [NO] You may give these header templates away [NO] You may sell

the header templates through auction sites [NO] You may put your own name on the graphic pack as if

you created it [NO] You may add these graphics to FREE membership site [YES] One hundred and

seventy five (175) header templates of your choice from the package may be added to PAID membership

sites only [YES] One hundred and fifty(150) header templates of your choice from the package may be

packaged with other PAID products [YES] One hundred (100) header templates of your choice from the

package may be offered as a bonus with other PAID products [YES] One hundred and fifty (150) header

templates of your choice from the package may be resold as a standalone package for $27 no price wars



allowed [YES] One hundred and fifty (150) header templates of your choice from the package may be

resold with Resale Rights to others for $37 no price wars allowed [YES] One hundred and fifty (150)

header templates of your choice from the package may be resold with the Master Resale Rights to others

for $47 no price wars allowed [YES] You may use any of the images included in the 300 Professional Biz

Header Template package on your own personal sales pages, websites, and ebooks or to create sales

pages, websites, headers/banners, ebooks, you intend to sell. [NO] You may sell the images/photos on

the header templates individually or as a group. But what you can do and are encouraged to do is, use

them to create other headers, header templates, website templates, ebook covers, software boxes, etc.

which you are free to sell. [NO] You may sell Private Label Rights to this package. With 300 Professional

Biz Header Templates you get...  300 header templates created by the #1 header template designer on

the internet, MW (Valued at... $4530!)  300 fully text prepared and easy to edit .PSD files  300 no-text

.JPEG files you can quickly and easily add text to in a matter of minutes  Over 300 high-quality business

photos on the headers from Phototricity(Valued at... $300!) 9 BONUSES Valued At... $603 Bonus #1: 20

PHOTOTRICITY.COM Photos 20 Photos with Transparent Backgrounds Includes Private Label Rights

$27 Value	Professional biz photos chosen from Phototricity, one of the premeire royalty-free photo site on

the internet today, with Label Rights. Just a few of the many benefits Phototricityphotos: * Gives you the

ability to create professional-looking website and header templates quickly, which you can sell and keep

a100 of the profit. * Saves you hundreds of dollars in photo fees for each and every graphic design you

produce! * Gives your website a high-quality, professional look to it, increasing sales for you! * Easy to

sell and can be sold over and over again for years to come! Bonus #2: 4 HEADER/SQUEEZEPAGE

TUTORIALS FROM GUSTAVO ISHIKAWA Includes Master Resell Rights $47 Value Gustavo Ishikawa,

one of the best header, website, minisite and Flash designers on the internet teaches you how to: * Edit

text on header templates quickly and easily in Adobe Photoshop or other graphics software that

recognizes .PSD files. * Edit text on blank header templates - JPEG files - in a matter of minutes. * Create

a beautiful new header using the resources from the 250 Professional Biz Header Templates package. *

Work with Squeeze Page templates and prepare them for your website. Bonus #3: MINI-SITE MADE

EASY WITH DREAMWEAVER Includes Master Resell Rights $47 Value Discover How You Can Quickly

And Easily Create Unlimited Mini-Sites With Dreamweaver By Watching Exactly How To Do It With My

Most Exclusive Step-By-Step Video Coaching Tutorials * You Get A Total of Over 112 Minutes of



Exclusive Coaching Videos ... Starting With The Basics Like Creating Tables To Inserting Your Order

Links/Buttons To Your Webpage... And Much More These easy-to-follow tutorials come in the form of

nineteen videos you view directly at your computer. Bonus #4: VIDEO SQUEEZE TEMPLATES WEB 2.0

Includes Master Resell Rights $47 Value These Powerful Templates Will Draw Your Visitors' Eyeballs to

Your Opt-In Video LIke A Lightning Bolt to a Lightning Rod! These templates are professionally designed,

sliced and already html optimized, and there's no graphic editing required! Just open up the templates in

your favorite html editor and : 1. Edit the text 2. Insert your video code 3. Tweak the autoresponder code

That's it. Bonus #5: ePROFIT GENERATOR Includes Resale Rights $47 Value This Could Be The

Easiest System Ever Put Together To Automate All Of Your sales site Processes From PayPal IPN, To

Emailing Your Customers, Handling Downloads, And More! Just a few of the many benefits eProfit

Generator offers: * Set Up Complete Sales sales sites With PayPal IPN Emails Your Customers When

They Make A Successful Purchase * Allows You To Add-In A One-Time-Offer Page To The Selling

Process * Can Setup Signup Pages To Handle Email Signups * Can Setup One-Time-Offers In Your

Signup Pages * Protects Your Thank You/Download Pages From Non-Paying Bandits * Sends Out A

Different Email For Your One-Time-Offer Purchases * Allows You To Customize The Emails To Fit Your

Business And Style * Creates Your PayPal Purchase Buttons, Complete With All Code Added * Allows

You To Offer 100 Commissions On Front-End Sales * Allows Your To Offer 100 Commissions On

Back-End Offers * Absolutely No Programming Required On Your Part! * Cool Desktop Video Tutorial Set

Included * Just Upload Entire Package To Your Server, And Promote And there's more. . . Bonus #6:

NICHESPONDER Includes Private Label Rights $97 Value A software program that actually takes you by

the hand and leads you through the 11 simple steps of creating a professional, profit-pulling sales page!

Just a few of the many benefits NicheSponder offers: * Allows you to quickly create sales letters for any

niche * Guides you through the entire letter creation process so your letters contain everything they need

to compel readers to buy your product or service theres a secret formula that all great copywriters use

and NicheSponder uses it, too! * Saves you thousands of dollars in writing and design fees for each and

every letter you produce! * Sends your conversion rates skyrocketing! * Formats your sales letters so you

dont need to know any HTML at all! And much, much more! Bonus #7: HTML BRANDER Includes Private

Label Rights $97 Value With this amazing program, you can create branded websites for your affiliates in

five simple steps. Heres how the program quickly creates branded websites: Step 1 Choose the name of



the product that the website is devoted to Step 2 Choose the folder where your web pages HTML

documents are located Step 3 Add tags to your HTML document Step 4 Specify which tags are

rebrandable by your affiliates Step 5 Click the Create Branded Website button to produce the exe file for

your affiliates! Nothing could be easier! Bonus #8: SNAP VIDEO PRO Includes Private Label Rights $97

Value What is SnapVideoPro? Its a screen-capture software program, capable of capturing your entire

desktop, a portion of it or the active window of the desktop. But there's more! SnapVideoPro can also: *

Open bitmap images * Save to JPG, BMP and TIFF formats * Apply several photo retouching effects to

your image * Add text to an image * Draw on an image And much more! In addition, SnapVideoPro can

build slideshows for you from the snapshots you take, making it perfect for building desktop

presentations! Bonus #9: HTML LOCKDOWN Includes Private Label Rights $97 Value Dont let thieves

profit from your hard work and expense any longer HTML Lockdown closes the door on online theft for

good! Heres how HTML Lockdown works: You simply select a file to be encrypted, enter a password and

click on the LockDown! Button. Its that easy! Your page contents will be instantly protected including:

HTML code JavaScript VBscript Text Links Graphics And more!  Total Value of All Bonuses... $603! 300

Pro Biz Header Templates, Plus $603 in Bonuses For Only... THIS PACKAGE IS NO LONGER

AVAILABLE Grab This Package Right Now Before The Price Increases To... $127! And Start Increasing

The Profits From Your Website Tomorrow! Testimonials Speaking of testimonials, have to add my 2 cents

here. For anyone considering this offer, let me tell you - there is absolutely NO WAY you can go wrong!

Even if you have absolutely NO experience with graphics, you shouldn't have any trouble using Michael's

incredible PHT creation. Fortunately I got in on this almost a month ago, and in that time I have used this

package at least 15 times! There is no doubt that the price can easily be raised at any time, so if you

haven't got in on this one yet - just do it! You don't have to be a graphics person to get a huge benefit

from this offer. It truly is top notch! Thanks again Michael, I'm using PHT all the time! Thanks! Michelle K.

Brouse ecoverfx.com halloweencostumefx.com freeebooks.ebooknetwork Your header graphics and

professional pictures are incredible. First they help we get ideas for my graphics. Then I just run through

all of your material I have and quickly find just the image I need. And your special sales, what can I say?

Anyone would be a fool to ignore them. I always find images that I can use at prices I can afford. I can

truly say that Michael is one of my three secret sources for creating great looking graphics. Bob

Chambers, The Multimedia Guy themultimediaguy.com/ I build new niche sites daily, and this collection is



not only more than I need, but it continues to grow. I've been able to find perfect headers for nearly all of

my sites I am working on. Thanks so much Michael. Sincerely, James B. Allen Kamakura, Japan VERY

nice package! The wide range of designs you have in this package really get the gears moving. I've

already used one header design to completely revamp a site I was having design trouble with. Looks

great. Terrific bonuses too. Best Wishes, Jim Erskine Homeway Press Anyone that hasn't jumped on this,

this deal is AWESOME! I don't know how long it will be before Michael gets his sanity back and closes

this, but it just keeps getting better. If you want a whole library of editable (Photoshop .psd) source files

for creating your own headers and stimulating your imagination, this can't be beat! Thanks again, Michael,

Tom Fosson Mini Site Creator Home Study Course 4CD Set Instant Niche Emails Niche-Health-Products

Just bought your template package today, and was indeed surprised. It's more than I had hoped for.

Warriors this is a offer that you don't want to miss. Tom The King of Private Label Content!...

runurl.com/x.php?o6 One more thing to remember... According to internet marketing research It only

takes a few seconds to make a lasting first impression on a visitor to a your site. With the 300

Professional Biz Header Templates package you can be assured that, the headers in this package will

make a "positive" lasting first impression on your website because, the number one professional header

designer on the internet created them to do just that. To your success, MW - Michael Wysmierski P.S. As

you get a very high-quality, professionally designed header template package from the number one

designer of header templates for such a low price, (the actual value of the header templates in this

package is valued at $5133), we do not give refunds on it. So please, make certain that the 300

Professional Biz Header Templates package is right for you before you purchase it. P.P.S. As this header

template package is severely underpriced, I will be raising it shortly without notice. Earnings Disclaimer

EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND IT'S

POTENTIAL. EVEN THOUGH THIS INDUSTRY IS ONE OF THE FEW WHERE ONE CAN WRITE

THEIR OWN CHECK IN TERMS OF EARNINGS, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL EARN

ANY MONEY USING THE TECHNIQUES AND IDEAS IN THESE MATERIALS. EXAMPLES IN THESE

MATERIALS ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF EARNINGS.

EARNING POTENTIAL IS ENTIRELY DEPENDENT ON THE PERSON USING OUR PRODUCT, IDEAS

AND TECHNIQUES. WE DO NOT PURPORT THIS AS A GET RICH SCHEME. YOUR LEVEL OF

SUCCESS IN ATTAINING THE RESULTS CLAIMED IN OUR MATERIALS DEPENDS ON THE TIME



YOU DEVOTE TO THE PROGRAM, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES MENTIONED, YOUR FINANCES,

KNOWLEDGE AND VARIOUS SKILLS. SINCE THESE FACTORS DIFFER ACCORDING TO

INDIVIDUALS, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR SUCCESS OR INCOME LEVEL. NOR ARE WE

RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS. MATERIALS IN OUR PRODUCT AND OUR WEBSITE

MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT INCLUDES OR IS BASED UPON FORWARD-LOOKING

STATEMENTS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS GIVE OUR EXPECTATIONS OR FORECASTS OF FUTURE

EVENTS. YOU CAN IDENTIFY THESE STATEMENTS BY THE FACT THAT THEY DO NOT RELATE

STRICTLY TO HISTORICAL OR CURRENT FACTS. THEY USE WORDS SUCH AS ANTICIPATE,

ESTIMATE, EXPECT, PROJECT, INTEND, PLAN, BELIEVE, AND OTHER WORDS AND TERMS OF

SIMILAR MEANING IN CONNECTION WITH A DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL EARNINGS OR

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE. ANY AND ALL FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS HERE OR ON ANY

OF OUR SALES MATERIAL ARE INTENDED TO EXPRESS OUR OPINION OF EARNINGS

POTENTIAL. MANY FACTORS WILL BE IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING YOUR ACTUAL RESULTS

AND NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE RESULTS SIMILAR TO OURS OR

ANYBODY ELSE'S, IN FACT NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE ANY

RESULTS FROM THE SOFTWARE, OUR IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES IN THIS MATERIAL. Tags: a

professionally designed header can increase the sales conversion ratio of a web site by as much as 300.

headers make a web site look much more professional and trustworthy, discover the secret source

professional online marketers use for header templates to build hundreds of money-making minisites

quickly and easily giving them an unfair advantage over competitors t, eliminate the high cost of hiring a

professional header designer
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